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Commencement fee
approved by SG

Spring enrollment drops

By GERI MILLS
SG approved a $3 commencement fee
May 9 to be charged to all students
who

petition

for

a

diploma.

The

By ANN STOTTS

Peg Klaas, 682-4574, can provide fur¬
ther details.
A free bowling party will be given by

proposal, if approved by the college,

the Brunswick

would go into effect in fiscal year 1985.

Roosevelt Road in Lombard for CD

Board members said they felt that

GLEN ELLYN, IL 60137

Recreation Center on

to

Carol Wallace,

associate

director of research

and

Tropp

“The college had several years of growth,” explained Wallace. “But DuPage

reported. Three games per person,

college, was “too high,’’ and that $3 per

prizes and light refreshments will be

population has slowed down and therefore we did expect a leveling off of
enrollment.”

person would reduce the budget deficit.

provided. Students may sign up at the
box office.

CD CURRENTLY BOASTS a population of 22,198 students as shown by
tenth-day enrollment figures.

tended the meeting indicated their
support of the fee.
Kevin Carlson, a CD wrestler who
has been invited to compete for the
United States in the Pan-Am Games in
Mexico City was introduced by Vice
President Tony
penses

will

Rizzo.

total

Carlson’s

$1,372,

and

ex¬
he

requested financial assistance from
SG.

p.m.,

This decline was anticipated by the college and should not affect student
services, according
planning.

the $5 fee, originally suggested by the

STUDENTS-AT-LARGE who at¬

students May 22 at 7

The latest headcount at CD marks a 9.7 percent decrease from 1983 spring
quarter enrollment figures.

MARK GELLER, ASSISTANT co¬

The full-time equivalent, an approximation of the number of students CD

ordinator of student activities, an¬

would have if all were enrolled full-time, is now 9,286, a 7.4 percent drop from

nounced that two openings are
available on the program board —

last spring. The FTE is critical to the college as an index of the amount of
funding CD will receive in the future.

spring break trip coordinator and film

Financing aside, Wallace added that looking at enrollment helps the college
“see what services students need and when to provide them.”

video coordinator. Both positions are
spring

Some 4,516 individuals enjoy full-time status here, with an average 14.7

quarters, require 15 hours of work each

credit-hour load. And 14,470 students are enrolled part-time, taking an average
of five credit hours each.

for

the

fall,

winter

and

week and pay $300 per quarter. To be
eligible, applicants must have a 2.0

Members voted unanimously to cover
25 percent of Carlson’s costs.
Candidates interested in being CD
cheerleaders or pom-pon girls may

ACCOUNTING, BUSINESS, DATA processing and occupational therapy

GPA and be registered for a minimum

are the most popular majors around campus this quarter, Wallace noted.

of six hours each quarter.

Women continue to outnumber men here — 56 percent of the student
population is female (10,637); the remaining 8,349 students are male.

CD's tutor program will be available

attend a clinic May 21 at 7 p.m. in SRC

through the summer, announced Tina

1024 or 1020 B, announced Pete Tropp,
student activities representative. Try¬

Students from other schools may seek

outs will be held May 23 at 7 p.m. To

tutorial help through the committee.

Lardizabal,

tutor program

be eligible, one must be registered for at
least 10 hours in the fall quarter.

chairman.

Credit classes attracted 18,986 scholars this quarter, an 8.9 percent decrease
from spring, 1983. Another 3,212 students are here for non-credit classes.
Meanwhile, Open College enrollment remains consistent with the overall
decline, according to Bea Schubert, assistant to the provost. Open College.
“Enrollment in the skills center and the Alpha program has remained even
with last year,” Schubert stated. “But the off-campus program has had a
decrease both in credit hours generated and students enrolled.”

Please turn to page 3

Ryan supports leadership change
9

By PAUL GOODMAN
[Editor’s Note: Jim Ryan spoke with
students

on

campus

May

7;

“They wanted results and Fitzsim¬

the

mons wasn’t getting them,” Ryan

following is an interview with Ryan

commented, adding, “they know me,

which preceded his appearance.)

and they know my reputation as

a

tough prosecuting attorney. I’ll get the
job done.”
James E.
date

for

Ryan,

state’s

Republican candi¬

attorney,

cites

the

voters’ desire for change and the law

Ryan, currently a practicing Bensenville laywer, said he prefers the public
office to private practice.

enforcement community’s need for

“I have always felt a person can do a

leadership among his qualifications for

great deal more in public service as

office.

opposed to the private sector,” he said.

The former (1971

to

1976) first

assistant state’s attorney claimed that
his opponent,

but

I

Michael

WITH NO ANNOUNCED Democra¬
tic challenger, Ryan is ready to take

leadership; consequently, the people are

over the office Dec. 1, and proposes

“has

J.

may be sounding trite,

shown a lack of

Fitzsimmons,

incumbent

“I

honestly believe in those words.”

not getting results.”

several changes for the prosecuter’s job

RYAN CAPTURED THE Republi¬
can nomination from Fitzsimmons after
a

series

of

hotly

contested

debates

leading to the March 20 GOP primary,
which

Ryan

won

by

a

12,290-vote

margin.

including the formation of
• a unit specializing in the prosecu¬
tion of drunk-driving cases.
• a major crimes bureau within the
felony division, in which the county’s
most

experienced

prosecuters- would

In their 1976 primary battle, Ryan,

handle cases involving violent criminals

the party’s choice, lost to Fitzsimmons

and repeat offenders of serious crimes,

by

such as burglary or sales of narcotics.

314

votes.

unopposed

in

Fitzsimmons

the

1980

race.

was
Ryan

• a citizens’ advisory task force to

credited his victory this year to the

encourage

voters’

operation in detecting and combating

dissatisfaction

with

Fitzsim¬

mons.

awareness

and

co¬

local problems in each municipality.

“We ran a campaign on issues,” he
said.

public

“We

debated

them

for

Ryan also favored the appointment of

seven

a legislative liason between the DuPage

months and gave the public a chance to

office and the state legislature so that

decide.

the people of DuPage County,

It’s clear the issues were

legitimate.”

have a voice in Springfield concerning

DURING THE CAMPAIGN, Ryan
was endorsed by the DuPage County
Chiefs

of

“Can

Police,

a

group

that

has

traditionally remained politically neu¬
tral. .

JAMES E. RYAN, Republican candidate for state's attorney, spoke to CD
students here May 7. Ryan claims his reputation as "tough prosecuting
attorney” helped him defeat his opponent in heated primary battle.
youth groups and senior citizens in the
fight against crime.”
Ryan hopes these measures will open

anti-crime legislation.

communications
“I want to let the community have a
voice

in

law

enforcement,”

Ryan

asserted. “I intend to involve municipal
governments, educators, church groups,

between

law-enforce¬

“We’re going to show the criminals
in DuPage County that they’re in for
some retd trouble,” he declared. “We’re
going

to

shorten

the

time

between

ment officials and the community, while

arrest and trial, which will allow less

at the same time reducing the backlog

room

of court cases in the state’s attorney’s
office.

plea-bargaining.

for

light

brought to trial.”

sentencing

and/or

Criminals will be
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WHAT’S happening...
Cellist to perform

Women in business
A one-day seminar on “Women in

Wolfgang Laufer,

Business Management and Ownership,”
sponsored

by

Professional

CD’s

Business

Institute

and

and

and

Focus

on

the

be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday,

the

Lunch is included in the $75 fee.

Dolores

La

Voisard,

The films of Frank Capra will be

the

studied this summer in English 140E,

Cello

Films as Fiction, which will meet in two
locations.

Building

M

Performing

Arts

Team teaching Mondays from 6 to 10
p.m. at DAVEA in Addison and from 6
to 10 p.m. Tuesdays in Hinsdale Junior

Hamburg Opera

and

Symphony

and the Malmo (Sweden)
Orchestra.

In

1979,

he

High School will be Joe Barillari and
Allan Carter. The eight-week sessions
will begin June 11 and end July 31.

Symphony
became

the

In addition to such Capra films as
“Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,” “It’s A

women’s

cellist of the Fine Arts Quartet and

Wonderful Life,”

advocate. Small Business Administra¬

professor of cello at the University of

tion; Sheila Joyce, co-owner, Verkamp-

“Platinum Blonde,” “The Bitter Tea of

Wisconsin in Milwaukee.

General

Joyce Associates,

Valle,

be

Elgar

Orchestras, Israel Chamber Orchestra

director of women’s programs at the
college;

will

the

Laufer has been principal cellist of

1250 Roosevelt Road.
Claudia

in

Center.

May 22, in the Glen Ellyn Holiday Inn,

be

musician,

soloist

recitalist

concert Tuesay, May 22, at 8 p.m. in

the Small Business Administration, will

will

soloist,

Concerto at the New Philharmonic

Women program, in cooperation with

Leaders

chamber

featured

'Media dressing'

Capra's films

Inc.;

Simon,

Harold Bauer, New Philharmonic

executive officer of AMS Life Insurance

music director, has also scheduled the

Co.;

Sibelius

and Linda Heyse,

Joan

former bank

executive, now a self-employed business
owner.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2180.

Symphony

and

CD

students

are

exempt from is a toilet paper shortage.
Southern Illinois University students

which

and

or more.
Applications

be carrying
are

12

available

advising center, A2012;

hours
in

the

the financial

lab, A3m.

Student Acidities 1
O

G

R

A

M

American influences, with sounds from
the Gagaku (dance theater)

and old

television theme music.
Klaff has shown his work extensively
in the Midwest as well as in New York
His

“Brick

His character,

“Sony

Kimono,”

was

featured in the Arthur Penn film “Four
Friends,” and has been shown at

City.

Information on the

aid office, SRC 2050; and the learning

*

student activities box office.

spring quarters.

ahead and end the year on a roll.

P

shows a mixture of Japanese and

Avante Garde Festival in New York

next year, they might want to plan

y
‘ __

The audio track which accompanies
the exaggerated actions and costumes

25 coupons good toward pavilion or

3.0 GPA

-

that reflect aspects of post-industrial
society.

lawn admission tickets.

the

than sufficient.
If any CD students are attending SIU

with
icons

refund tuition for the 1984 winter and

summer quarter, 1983, have a minimum

more

Dressing”

and cultural

tuition up to 17 hours. The award will

isn’t enough, while SIU argues that if
primary

electronic devices

NAME Gallery in Chicago and at the

Applicants must have had at least 40

its

Elaborate costumes have been fabri¬
cated for “Media

The books, which cost $20, provide

hours completed at CD at the end of

for

SRC 1024A.

Arrangements” has been installed at

be on sale from May 23 to July 2 at the

pays

paper included in the $2,224 board fee

the supply should be

“Media Dressing” to CD at 8 tonight in

ARC Gallery-Raw Space in Chicago.

to apply for the Nettie and Jesse Gorov
scholarship,

traditional Kabuki theater, will be used
by Joel Klaff when he brings his work

and other eastern cities.

Ravinia discount books

complain that the five free rolls of toilet

used

from Carter at 858-2800, ext. 2124.

Scholarship deadline

but

is

Further information is obtainable

ful Blue Danube.”

Foundation

paper

Horizon,”

graphy, “Name Above the Title.”

May 25 is the deadline for students

The end of the school year is filled

purpose,

“Lost

students will study Capra's autobio¬

the

Johann Strauss waltz “On the Beauti¬

with uneasiness and problems for all,
dilemma

5

and

Ravinia discount coupon books will

Paper shortage

one

No.

Yen”

“Meet John Doe,”

Highly stylized movement and large
dramatic props, elements derived from

BOARD

l

f

-1

activities

planned at Ravinia may be obtained at
the box office.

Piano recital
CD piano instructor Linda Crabtree
Powell will present a solo* recital on

Student art show

Sunday,

A student art show in the Gallery

May 20

at

3

p.m.

in

the

Performing Arts Center of Building M.

will open with a reception from 1 to 4

The program will include works by

p.m. Sunday, May 20, and continue

Haydn, Chopin, Brahms, Tchaikovsky,

until June 3.

Rachmaninoff and Barber.

1i i

, Student Acidities
PROGRAM

BOARD

__

Co College of DuPage

Co College of DuPage

1984

Student Acidities ;
PROGRAM

-J

BOARD

__

CO College of DuPage

A MUSIC WAR
Exciting performances by some of the
best in “New Wave” and “Punk’ music.
The soundtrack features some of the
best songs by The Police, XTC, The Gang
of Four, Wall of Voodoo and many more.
A special sound system will be used.

FREE CONCERT
Thurs. May 24

FREE FILM
May 22, 23.

SRC

May 29, 30

11:00 AM— 1:30 PM
West Courtyard — Bldg. A
Plus

Tuesday and Wednesday at 12.30 and
7:30 p.m. in the

In this brilliant commentary on American
values, Dustin Hoffman plays an inex¬
perienced college graduate who returns
to the home of his parents, has an affair
with an older woman and ends up falling
in love with her daughter. Rated PG,
color.

Multi-purpose

room (1024A)

Haagen-Daz
Ice Cream Social

Tune into WDCB 90.0 FM every Thursday evening at
7:15 p.m. for the Student Activities Update-

Coming May 31:

THE
GRADUATE
Armagrdftnn

News
The Courier
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Courier Classifieds
Employment Opportunities: Housesitters,!
Babysitters, Housecleaners. References:
Required. ANYTHING UNDER THE SUN?
420-8758.
!
..

NOW IS THE TIME to lose that extra weight
~ Herbalife will help you. This is also an
excellent opportunity to earn that money
y°u need for college next year. Please call
Tim at 896-5354

Wanted: Person(s) for carpooling; mornings
and evenings. Bob 355-7077Naperville

TERM PAPERS typed on IBM display writer
by experienced typist. $1 per page: 25 cents
per page for 2nd copy. Call Nancy after 5 pm
EXPERIENCED TUTOR can help you learn!
weekdays
at 969-2888
French . Thad 332-5207.
SUNNY TERRACE LAWN CARE service !
residential, commercial lawn mowing ser¬
vice at reasonable rates. Free Estimates;:
occasional calls accepted — no lawn too!
small . 932-7124.

TWELVE MEMBERS OF audience served as jurors at CD's second annual
mock trial May 3. DuPage lawyers, judge and staff participated in 2 /t hour
event which familiarized students with judicial court procedures. Photo by
Kathy Woltzen.

ROTO-TILLING. Free estimates. 932-7124.

TUITION ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE Nation¬
al Computerized Company will match you
with the money you need. For more in¬
formation write: Tuition Research Services,
PO Box 7187, Streamwood, IL 60103 or call
843-2732.

j

PART time mornings to mid-afternoon work

..........1
FREE horse manure for gardens. Call:
231-5034
j

available for house cleaning service. Car a
must, raises and bonuses on merit. Start
above minimum wage. 960-2270.

Not-guilty verdict in mock trials

Commencement fee...

By GARY SCHLUETER
In an effort to familiarize CD students with the judicial court procedure, several
DuPage lawyers, a judge and his staff staged a mock trial May 3 in SRC 1024A.
This

second

annual

event,

lasting

two-and-a-half

hours,

began

with

Continued from page 1

THE MEDIA DEPARTMENT also

an

introduction of the cast, who wrote the script themselves, and continued by
selecting a 12-person jury from the audience.
The jury was then dismissed because the defense attorney asked for a ruling to
disregard illegally obtained evidence.
When the jury returned, witnesses were called to the stand from both sides to
give their testimony, after which the jury was again dismissed to reach a majority
decision.
“I enjoyed this very much,” one juror said after the trial. “I’m in a criminal
justice class now so this will definitely help me.”
Why did he feel that the defendant — a high-school student charged with
stealing an athletic jersey from the lockerroom — was innocent?

Lucile Friedli, coordinator of student
activities, complimented SG on
voter

registration

were registered
effort.

curve;

during

600
the

its

people
one-day

suggested that the class gift be two
25-inch TV monitors instead

lighting in the main lounge would make
the latter difficult to view.
A new VCR will also be needed for

Geller reported that CD’s media
production department has recom¬

of a

large-screen television because the

use with the new TVs.

mended using the main lounge as a TV

President Pat Coyne suggested that

viewing area for students because the

the finance committee investigate

faculty
people.

purchasing the items as a class gift.

can

accommodate

several

“The prosecutor’s witness could not make a positive identification of the
culprit,” said the juror.
The defendant was found not guilty by a unanimous vote of the jury.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS
COMPUTERS
— You could be a Corporal 13 months after reporting for duty at
a'location of your choice, doing a job you select, and be eligible
for a bonus if you qualify.
— For more information on Marine Corps opportunities, call
Sergeant Ruark at 7402065/800-223-USMC or visit him at 101 N.
Joliet St. in Joliet.

ARE

IN

YOUR

FUTURE!

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
ANNOUNCES
—Sv-

For qualified individuals who can successfully complete the
Marine Corps program:

ENLISTMENT BONUS

IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Paid upon successful completion of occupational skills in
selected fields.

HIGHER STARTING SALARY
Start out drawing the salary of a Private First Class. Over
$500per month plus benefits.

FASTER PROMOTIONS
Start as a Private First Class.
Promotion to Lance Corporal when you report to your first
duty station after Boot Camp. Promotion to Corporal 13
months from date of entry to active duty.
Bonus paid upon successful completion of skills training.

GUARANTEED SKILLS
Many occupational fields to choose from.
Interesting job specialities.
Training guaranteed before you enlist.

EDUCATION BENEFITS
VEAP Eligibility: $8,lOOfor $2,700investment.
In-service education programs.
Continue learning while you earn.

Beginning fall trimester, 1984
• Offers a balance between theoretical and applied courses
• Prepares persons as information analysts, programmers, and systems
, and software designers for business, industry, government and
research/technicaI organizations.
• Affordable cost with financial assistance available.

Applications for admission to the fall trimester, 1984, now being
accepted. Applications and credentials required for admission should
be submitted no later than August 2. Classes begin August 27.

Call or write for information and application

7969

AN

Office of Admissions
Attn.: CPSC
Governors State University
University Park, IL 60466-3190
(312) 534-5000, ext. 2518

AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION

UNIVERSITY

A
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Commentary

A pleasing name is
Don’t believe all you read name of the game
Schlueter
By CHRIS AIELLO

they’ll try to impeach each other. Ya

Americans are the most gullible
people on our dear Earth.
Why?

being subjective,

across

If “the word”

the

powder-blue

is

sky

write articles

filled

at Frisbee — out ya go!”

Every word, every phrase, even an
exact direct quote is subject to

blasted

journalist’s

through

interpretation,

education,

even the mood he or she is in.

the infamous cable, we’ll believe it.
THE MEDIA IS not the last word.
not demigods. They don’t
everything about anything.

mother and you’d go right on reading.

know

I

could

IT

is

The point I’m trying to make, for

the mayor of Chicago is a crook or that

those of you who haven’t grasped it

Ed Vrdolyak is a caniving, racist just

yet, is simply this:

because the little twirp on the channel

Just because something is in print or

two nightly news says they are.

true or false.

It just means

that

daily,

whoever wrote it went to school, took

that person must have all the direct
lines to what is going on.

communications courses and is trying

Whatever
sense?

that person can keep his job.

Journalists

to make money for somebody else so

common

SO
go

university and

to

major

a

“Really? This’ll give ’em a chance to
show some responsibility. Who’s run¬
ning for president?”
“Beats me.

college

or

e
r

week, so the public, has no way of
knowing who’s running. The student
activities director told me it was
because of ‘lack of preparation.’ Hey,

DON’T

BELIEVE

when

A friend of mine from another college

everything

Be analytical while you read. I know

tions. No, really, they do. They actually

a

decision

between

being

elected president and playing Frisbee,

was showing him around campus. We

which would you choose?”

were walking near the cafeteria when a

“HOW THE HELL are the students
supposed to vote for somebody they
don’t even know?” he asked.

“Hey!” my friend said. “What was

“Well, most of the people I’ve talked

that?”

in communica¬

it’s

was visiting CD one afternoon and I

Frisbee flew over our heads.

you read or hear. Pleas?!

Hardly anyone knows.

You see, the debate was cancelled last

on television does not make that item

AMERICANS SEEM TO think that

to

“Oh sure. In fact, they’re holding one
this week.”

“the

I'm amazed to hear people say that

happened

I

insult your

WHY? - BECAUSE
word” in print.

Nobody does.

published

members? Do they hold elections?” he
asked.

you’re still reading, obviously. See how
stupid you are.

is

“HOW DO THEY get to be SG

I’m sorry if I’ve offended you, but

Reporters, editors and journalists are

someone

He was astonished.

the

cultural heritage, range of vocabulary,

microwaves or comes into our home via

because

know, if one guy gets a little too good

with globs of subjectiveness.

Because if “the word’’ is in print we
believe it.

helluva lot a pizza. And every-so-often

“OH

THAT’S

JUST

the

to won’t even vote. Those who do will

SG

it’s hard to accomplish two things at

members playing some ‘Hallway Fris¬

just go by the name.”

have to go to school for at least four

the same time, but with a little practice,

bee’.” I said.

years after being graduated from high
school.

I’m sure you can manage it.

“Explain,” he said, obviously confus¬
ed.

And once you read analytically the

IN COLLEGE, THEY take classes
just like every other college student.
Is that incredible or what?
468.

They

actually

use

assure you that you will get more out of

“Don’t they have things to do?” he

won’t be so damned gullible.

figures to number the courses like in

made you stop and think, it has served

business and math courses.

its purpose. You’ve taken the first step
to being analytical. If this article has
made

JOURNALISTS, FAR AND beyond

you

angry,

it

asked.

“Don’t

they

take

people see the name Antonio Fedicini
and

things

served

another

purpose in another way.

for

a

moment,

announced,

Goontock,

“All that pleasant name stuff isn’t
for me,” I replied. “The sure way of

“No,” he said. “I mean real things.
thought

Alvin

I plan to vote.

What is it that they actually do?”
I

name

With his eyes bulging, he asked how

“WELL, IT LOOKS like they take
their Frisbee seriously.”

proudly

the

Antonio’s the sure winner.”

seriously?"

Oh, by the way, if this article has

next bit of trivia.

pleasant name has got it in the bag. If

articles that those demigods write, I

Arabic

You may need a stiff drink for this

“Ya know, the man with the most

Do they always play in the hallway?”
“Yeah, every so often,” I said.

the story and, more importantly, you

Journalism 101, 102, 103, 210, 256,
315,

“They’re the Student Government?

“They

voting in this election will be with my

then
sell

Magic Eight Ball.”

a

Student Voice
How do you feel about the
Soviet boycott of the 01 yre-

Joe

David Hobbs, Naperville: “I

surprise. I expected it.”

to them and beg them to come

and that the athletes are the

to the Olympics, which I don’t

ones who suffer. I don’t feel

the

boycott
four

will

will

put

years

happen

Dina Kumczak,

—

Grove:

ago

to

“It

won’t

Downers
make

a

difference!”
Alan Iandola, West Chica¬

wonder
the

go: “The Olympics should be
non-political, but Carter start¬

Steve Tait, Downers Grove:
“Those hard-headed Soviets

Willie Bishop
Willie Bishop, West Chica¬

ed it.”
Maryellen Wilkinson, Down¬

are being copy-cats. We had a

go: “I think they are afraid

ers Grove:

good reason for boycotting in

should affect anyone else’s

’80, but what’s their reason?

because they can’t beat us.”
Anne Sullivan, Wheaton:

Touche.”

“Surprised — I don’t think it

“I don’t think it

participation just because they
are pulling out.”
Shiela O’Shea, Burr Ridge:

“I

will affect the games and it

put other things aside when it

think sports should be kept

won’t stop the spirit of the

“I

comes to their athletes.”

separate from politics.”

Olympics."

competition for us.”

Brian Saxon, Lombard:

COURIER
n-e Courier welcomes all letters to the editor. Reactions from students, staff and community
in be valuable as a megaphone of student interests, providing new ideas and keeping staff

j

a

best athletes.”

a

Olympics in the future.”

’■

really

that the games will be a true

were different, but I
what

wasn’t

competition of the world’s

“I

damper on the Olympics
reasons

“It

Downers

have a place in the Olympics

our

understand where they are

Meiser,

make the United States come

feel

coming from, but they should

Keith

feel they are just doing it to

Lisa Conroy, Lombard:

Carol Black, Westmont: “I

“It’s

Grove:

feel we should do.”

Carol Black

Vucko, Lemont:

lousy. It’s too bad that politics

•embers on their toes.
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think

it’s

fine

—

less

Denise Woodard
Denise

Woodard,

Hanover

Park: “I don’t think it’s going
to make

a

difference.

It

is

supposed to be for individuals,
not the countries.”
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Athletic events lack
attendance at college
To the Editor,
Those disgusted with paying high ticket prices to watch losing teams — Chicago

Thievery disgraces CD

Bears, Cubs, and Bulls - should consider College of DuPage athletics as a
winning alternative.
The Chapparals’ athletic program is the most triumphant of two-year colleges in
the United States and students need not spare a dime to witness this success

To the Editor:

The next incident happened only a

Since entering the College of DuPage
three years ago,

nothing

has

really

bothered me enough to write to your
newspaper, until recently. The problem

few

weeks

after

this

in

the

first-hand.

same

Since 1978, CD’s athletic teams have captured more state championships than

sociology class. I was scheduled to
present some material from the chapter

any school in the nation. The college holds six of the eight league titles and expects
no less this year.

which we were studying. As part of my

which I would like to comment on is the

presentation, I ordered a film from the

thievery which goes on here at the

Learning Resource Center.

It was

turning their backs and showing a definite lack of support. At any basketball

college. Not until these past two

delivered to the classroom promptly.

game, this becomes quite evident when one takes a look at the stands and realizes

quarters have I been directly affected

Well, after rewinding and placing the

that a “good crowd” consists of only 250 to 300 fans.

by the thieves who roam the halls. But

film

now that I have become a victim

of

someone from the same class who took

these

gutless

individuals,

a

back

on

the

projector

While CD possesses some of the strongest sports teams, the student body is

cart,

few

the grade sheets also decided to steal

examples would be appropriate to

the film. The fact that no one saw or

describe my plight.

heard anything is hard to believe.

“The followers at the games are basically broken down into three categories,”
according to Herb Salberg, athletic director. “The faculty and administration
comprise 40 percent, families and friends of the athletes about 35 percent and the
remainder are the students — a mere handful.”
This is a disgrace! Roughly 29,000 students attend CD. Sure, many are adults

I was enrolled in a winter quarter

But in spite of these few incidents,

sociology class which I was enjoying

my time spent at CD has been very

immensely until the first incident

enjoyable. It is an excellent learning

occurred.

facility with knowledgeable

The

teacher

had

left

the

taking night and weekend classes and having families to care for, and a lot of
daytime students hold jobs to finance their educations, but these sporting events
are held at almost every conceivable time of the day and week.

teachers,

interesting

“Exposure to the students is a problem,” Salberg contends, “and we’re in the

minutes between the change in classes.

courses of study. But the few people

process of arranging for a sign to be erected on Park Boulevard, which would

Upon returning, someone from the next

who continue to steal, whether it be for

depict the athletic events dates and times so that the student body can become

class had stolen all his grade sheets.

kicks or for gain, only disgrace the

more aware of the activities here on campus.”

Luckily for us, the teacher saved all the

name and integrity of the College of

tests and quizzes but any record of

DuPage.

classroom

for

no

more

than

five

friendly

students,

and

An extremely high level of skill and competition in sports is on display right
here at CD and hardly a soul is taking notice.

Robert J. McGuckin, Wheaton

participation or attendance was gone.

Just a glance at the trophy case in the physical education facility reminds one of
the awesome achievements of these athletes. Their hard labors involve hours and
hours of practice with only coaches and teammates to observe these efforts. The
games provide an arena where these young men and women can “show their stuff”

‘Protect us from the elements’

but only a slight portion of the student body is attending the events.
Julie D. Peterson, Lisle

student’s class performance and even

To the Editor:

final grades. Sitting in a classroom with
Last year, I decided to attend the
College of DuPage as a full-time student.

muddy shoes or wet hair can be an

Upon doing so, I had discovered the

altogether bad way to start the school

many new paths to success yet to be
explored. However, in my daily routines

day.
While one cannot expect the school to

as a college student, I’ve become most

control the weather, if an individual had

familiar with the path that leads from

to place the blame on someone it would

the parking lot to the doors of Building

have to be on the architect who was

A.

kind enough to put the parking lots a
Throughout most of the school year,

students

trudge

paths to class,

these

long

desolate

suffering rain,

wind,

embarrassing

distraction,

and

an

half mile away so as to provide us with
a long,

grand view of his building,

making us victims of this man’s ego.
The

wet, muddy shoes and sometimes,

simple.

drenched clothing. Of course, on some

halfway up the path with veranda-style

days the weather has made these long

roofing along the sidewalks, some

hikes bearable,

shelter would be provided, although the

but these days only

seem to offer us a chance to view the

By

for

this

meeting

problem

the

is

students

distance would not be shortened.

remains of yesterday’s weather.
Inclement weather can upset many a

To the Editor,
The office of student activities would like to thank John Fruehe of Lombard for
his letter to the editor, regarding weekend movies, which appeared in the April 6
edition of the Courier. We are very appreciative that John took the time to write

snow and hail, leaving them subject to

solution

Student activities acts
on student's request

and voice his opinion.
This request for running our free films on the weekend was discussed at the
April 10 meeting of the student activities program board and I am pleased to
report that it is a definite consideration for the upcoming 1984-85 school year. I
also mentioned John’s request on the April 12 “Student Activities Update”
broadcast on WDCB.
Another valid point made by John was

Anton Schragel, Woodridge

that perhaps our advertising is

somewhat obscure. In response to this, I would like to inform the student body
that in addition to our poster displays, student activities runs a half-page ad every
week in the Courier which lists upcoming events. We also broadcast the “Student

Public safety - unsung heroes

Activities Update” program every Thursday evening at 7:15 on WDCB, 90.0 FM,
which gives detailed information on upcoming events, many of which cannot be
included in the ad due to lack of space. The radio broadcast is

the first

announcement of an event.
Student activities is eager to hear from all students, faculty and staff who have

To the Editor,

ideas regarding future programming. All ideas are welcome and will be discussed
Some people at the college seem to harbor hard feelings toward public safety.
“They wrote me a ticket,” or “they just walk around doing nothing,

are some of

the most frequent comments heard. Sure they write tickets; that s their job.
If one would stop and talk to a public safety officer, he would find that he just

by the program board and, if directed to me personally, will be mentioned on the
radio broadcast. Please contact us directly in SRC 1019 or call ext. 2450. We look
forward to hearing from you.
Thank you again, John Fruehe; we feel that you have done us a great service.

isn’t a ticket-writing machine, but a very friendly and normal human being. The
Vickie Levin, student activities promotions

officers and cadets are proud of their jobs and take them very seriously.
One could have noticed this at the SG dance on April 27. Officer Cooper was
working on his vacation and watching the front door. Officer Hampton was driving
around watching the parking lot and exterior of the building. A couple more

Apathy is alive at CD

officers and cadets were there also.
Sure, these guys could complain about keeping students under control on a
usually quiet Friday night. Instead, they took it all in stride and did a fantastic
job. The concerts also require a tremendous amount of security and once again
public safety is there to accommodate.

To the Editor:

county

Public apathy is alive and well at CD.

concerned about crime is when it strikes

On Monday, May 7, state’s attorney

home. With a disappointing turnout of

candidate

The every-day beat for a public safety officer isn’t glamorous or exciting, but
when it comes down to bundling their jobs, they re doing great.
Mike Pighini, Bensenville

James

Ryan

spoke

to

wide,

the

only

time

one

is

a

the faculty, students and the public, the

handful of students on his objectives

welfare of the community must be a low

for DuPage County, if elected. One of

priority.

Ryan’s goals is to get more of the

Name withheld upon request,

community involved in reducing crime

Hoffman Estates
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Movie review

Redford abuses book for his movie
6

One prominent Chicago

sports

re¬

a one-time viewing of the flick. I have

porter recently leveled some very harsh

to

criticism at “The Natural,” a film about

screenwriters and Redford meddled

a baseball player’s attempted
back, set in the late 1930s.
This

columnist

blasted

the

come¬

seriously

with

the book,

parts
entire

wonder

of

the

how

perhaps

much

the

bastardizing

storyline

to

fit

their

commercial needs. If this was the case,

production, stating the movie played

then

fast and loose with the book it’s based

much better than it plays on film

on, and that the screenplay catered too

‘The

Natural”

probably

reads

However, the picture does have its

much to Robert Redford’s positive

strong

image. In essence, he opined the film

effective in portraying

did an injustice to the novel written by

which it is set. The art direction and

Bernard Malamud more than 30 years
ago.

costume design is impeccable, making

motion pictures

that

points.

It

is

particularly
the

times

in

the viewer experience a 1930s-kind of
lifestyle.

IN THE PAST, I have expressed my
views on

have

been reworked from popular novels. I

THE BALLPARK SCENES give
even a non-baseball fan a chance to

thought it was unfair to judge a movie

relive what it was like to sit in creaky

on

how

it

matched

original story
simple reason

in

up

book

that

against

form

it is

for

its

wooden seats,

the

to keep an eye on

hand-operated scoreboard and to

virtually

players

dressed

in

baggy,

a

see

woolen

impossible to copy every single detail

uniforms.

on

sequences involving Chicago’s Wrigley

film.

If

this

was

so,

the

9

novel

Never

mind

that

the

“Ragtime” by E.L. Doctorow probably

Field are not authentic. It is the overall

would have lasted more than 10 hours

firm grip the film maintains for scenery

on the screen. In retrospect, I believed

that makes this project somewhat

that both book and movie should be

entertaining.

treated as separate entities, rather than

But the real trouble

being interconnected.

with

“The

Natural” stems mainly from its basic

Now, I am not so sure. Although I

story,

which

strays

at

times

ROBERT REDFORD LOOKS almost superhuman in his quest for fair play
in “The Natural," movie which too often strays to sensationalism Some
passages of film are simply incredible.

to

haven’t read Malamud’s novel, I think

sensationalism. Some passages, includ¬

the screen version of “The Natural”

ing the movie’s final 15 minutes, are

enjoy the action, or should we criticize

is quite convincing as the seductively

appears to be more syrupy than the

simply incredible.

the

subject

wicked Memo Paris, who is the mistress
of a big-time bookmaker.

I THINK THE latter statement
What we are talking

OTHER NOTABLE ACTING jobs
come from Wilford Brimley, who

about is a real national pastime with

portrays Pop Fisher, the manager of

original work ever intended to be.

The dilemma is, should we take these

This is only an observation based on

picture

for

treating

its

extrinsically?

scenes with a grain of salt and just
should prevail.

actual baseball names

being used

the New York team. In the early going,

throughout, except for Redford’s fic¬

his character would rather be taking it

tional New York Knights club.

easy on a farm rather than being at the

Why should we expect anything else
but seemingly true-to-life occurrences,

helm of a

^

—

__-

-----^neae for men «

instead of clouding the story up with

corrupt sportswriter trying to find a
dark secret in the past of Roy Hobbs.

^oaDUATE MAJO„ A NUI"'100

rRA

':£&**w**

outer Science

.uBeial A,ls____

Redford’s past

information.

always manages to wear white where¬
role.

feature since “Brubaker” in

showing up

1980,

Iris

Gaines,

Her

task

merely

at

the

seems

ballpark

support to a slump-ridden or a visibly
ill Hobbs.

and deservedly so. However, he blinds
out

all

of

the

other

moment

to

provide

performers

Too bad that “The Natural” had to
resort to gimmicry in telling its story.

A ward-winner Robert Duvall, who has

But basically, it appears to be a vehicle

All

the

to make Robert Redford look almost

supporting

cast

turns

in

Basinger, formerly from last fall’s Bond

Social Work (BSW)

COLL**

ms off,cen street

^

superhuman in his quest for fair play.
I

have

to

wonder what

author

Malamud thinks of his book being on
the screen.

Nursing Completion (BSN)

Social Sciences

Natural & Health Sciences

Recreation Services

Humanities

Physical Education

,sto*s

iOF«S
mo
pp
06HT

;StDiv*<onS030s

rest. »""0,s
2490 ext. 462

moral

surrounding him, including Academy

Undergraduate programs include:

onsets

be
the

proper

_
--

_.—

to
at

Redford’s Roy Hobbs character is at

movie “Never Say Never Again.” She

—

who

the focal point consistently in the film,

creditable performance, including Kim

n.

fRR0M>'’OGRAM.SP0l«a.Soence

as

ver she goes. Close has a truly puzzling

picture, pure and simple. In his first

only a bit role here.

EVENING

Glenn Close portrays the woman of

is imaginary, it is based on factual
“The Natural” is Robert Redford’s

;

major-league

far-fetched plot twists and a fairytale
conclusion? Even though the flick’s tale

nLLEGE

last-place

ballclub. Also from Duvall, who plays a

Early planning and
advising available as a special service
for Community College students who plan to transfer
GEORGE UlLLIAflS COLLEGE
Transfer Coordinator, Office of Admissions
555 - 31st Street. Downers Grove, IL 60515
(312) 964-3113/4
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Faculty exchange

Steele reflects on his year at CD
By GERI MILLS
Richad Steele, an exchange teacher

stretched.

in

Steele has been trying a technique of

Maywood, described his school year,

sentence-combining exercises to teach

from

Triton

currently

Community

being

spent

at

College
CD,

as

a

“pleasant and interesting experience.”

students to write longer, more sophisti¬
cated phrases. Individuals work at their

The English teacher, who will return

own rate, moving to a higher step only

to Triton at the end of CD’s spring

after correctly completing the previous

quarter, said that he was made to feel
at home soon after his arrival at CD,

one.
“I’m going to try it at Triton when I

when he was given a mailbox, and his

return,” he remarked.

.

name was painted outside his office,

Casually attired in a shirt, sweater

A1070.
THE EXCHANGE PROGRAM “can

vest and corduroy pants and sporting a

only help both colleges,” opined Steele.

self as a conservative individual who is

“The fellow who replaced me ^ias

serious about education, concerned with

offered a great deal to Triton.”

the discipline of language and tradi¬

Getting faculty members from differ¬

well-kept beard, Steele described him¬

tional in his approach.

an

“I’M THE BRAKE on the motor car

exchange of ideas and an opportunity

of language,” he declared. “English is

ent

schools

together

allows

for

to learn new teaching procedures and

changing: it’s my job to keep it from

discuss

changing too quickly.”

problems,

added

Steele,

for

whom the program holds no negative

Steele

aspects.
Instructors who get involved in the

language

control. During a period of government-

exchange choose the school where they

sponsored reform, the visual symbols of

will be teaching, he explained. They are

the language were reduced by about

paid by their own

two-thirds,

school but must

pointed
as

one

to

the

that

from 9,000

Later it

was

Japanese

went

out

characters

discovered

of

to

abide by the host institutions’ rules,

3,500.

that

which Steele noted “are not terribly

because of the change, school children

different.”

could not read books written previous¬

The initial difficulty for the Triton
instructor was adjusting to 12-week

ly-

quarters; Triton’s school year is set up
on 18-week semesters.
STEELE, CHAIRMAN OF Triton’s

RICHARD STEELE, WHO teaches English composition classes, is here
from Triton for one year as part of faculty-exchange program. While noting
differences between two schools, he is impressed with CD and its students.
testing incoming freshmen and placing

instructors

must be changing constantly, the rules

them according to the results.

have to be maintained.
“I’d like to use

“You are beginning that at CD this

teachers’ unions.
“Perhaps CD doesn't need a union

20-year-old

fall,” he pointed out. “That should do

yet. Everyone is cooperative here.

interdisciplinary studies program, simi¬
lar to CD’s Core, has been teaching

grammar book to slow down the rapid

good things. One term of writing prior

Unions

change,” he admitted.

to

wrong,” he opined. “One will be needed

English 101, 102 and 103 this school

Steele noted that he doesn’t permit

year. His approach combines reading,

slang to be used in papers written for

writing and some testing.

his classes.
HOW DO CD students compare with

“My
learn

contention
to

explained.

write
“I

is
by

assign

that

students

reading,”
literature

he
they

Steele noted that although language

those at Triton?
Steele pondered

a

for

a

moment,

drinking coffee from a large mug, and

aren’t used to reading.”
Assignments include several stories
by one author.
In Steele’s current 103 class, he is
using works by Nathaniel Hawthorne.
The course theme is the family, and

101

would

be

helpful

for

many

needed

the

when

need

things

for

go

here someday.”

students.”

Steele,
Steele

are

involves

also

noted

that

Triton

who

earned

his

bachelor’s

degree from the University of Iowa and

students sire somewhat more involved

his

in their school than those at CD; older

describes his ideal student as one who

individuals have organized their own

is widely read and reads beyond what is

association, as have blacks.

on the class list, asks questions, comes

master’s

from

Northern

Illinois,

ethnic

“THE TRITON CAMPUS lends

to class well prepared, does things for

mixture, the students are much the

itself to student activity,” he went on.

himself and doesn’t isolate himself from

same.
“I thought

“Maybe this will happen here with the

popular culture.

said

that

despite

a

there

different

would

be

more

new buildings providing a place for

differences,” he remarked.

As an opera played

softly in

Steele has been a full-time teacher at
Triton since 1975. He has taught at the

students to meet and gather.”
the

high-school

level

and

at

various

students look at how the author deals

Steele did admit that CD students

with family life and family-related

are not as well-prepared for English 101

background, Steele explained that he is

community colleges. He spent a “lovely

problems.
HAVING A CENTRAL theme gets

as those at Triton.

a strong union man, and the one area of

year” teaching at

disagreement

Nantes in France.

Triton uses

a

remedial

system,

that

he

has

with

CD

the University of

students writing on topics other than
the currently popular standbys such as
abortion or nuclear war, Steele noted.
Students have to deal with ideas, and
by writing on more difficult subject
matter,

their

writing

talents

are

1
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Think you’re
pregnant?
Use Predictor In-Home
Pregnancy Test. It’s the
same as a hospital test.
You’re on your own for the first time and life is a lot different
now. If you think you might be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It’s the exact same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests nationwide. So you
know Predictor is accurate.
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period.
It’s convenient and gives you results in
just one hour. Think you’re pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it’s the test method used in
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy
more accurately.
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Victorious season for Lady Chaps
By MIKE CONSIDINE
A new coach who takes over a losing
softball program normally sets his or
her sights on a .500 record or perhaps a
winning season. The second year, the
goal is likely to be contention for the
conference championship. In the third
year expectations of a conference title
are likely to be entertained. If all of
these goals have been met, earning a
national ranking may be on the agenda
the following spring.
First-year coach Vicki May and her
Lady Chaparrals won't have much to
look forward to in May’s fourth year if
their plan resembles the one described
above. Most of those goals have already
been realized.
A no-hitter, a 15-game winning
streak and being ranked in the
NJCAA’s poll of the top 15 junior
college teams two consecutive weeks
were the highlights of an 18-4 season.
The Lady Chaps finished second in the
N4C standings with a 5-2 record and
won the Section IV tournament.
“THEY STARTED OUT hesitantly.
Any time you have new coaches, there’s
a hesitancy,” explained assistant coach
Sevan Sarkisian. “We have asked them
to work hard and the results have borne
out that they’ve done what we asked.
The success of the program is due 100
percent to the girls.”
CD didn’t hit well in the first few
games, but everything seemed to fall
into place after Doyla Morales pitched a
no-hitter April 7 against Kishwaukee.
It was the first game of a doubleheader.
DuPage won the game 1-0 and the
second game 9-4. Eventual N4C and
Region IV champ Rock Valley was vic¬
torious in the next contest, 4-1. May’s
team didn’t lose again until the Region

IV semifinals.
Rock Valley and Moraine Valley were
the only teams to defeat the Lady
Chaps. Both of them won two games
from their N4C rivals, however.
THE LADY CHAPARRALS began
their quest for a regional title with a
pair of 6-3 wins over Harper and Black
Hawk May 4.
Three first-inning runs got CD off to
a good start. Morales struck out the
first three Harper batters, but two
errors made the score 3-2 after two
innings. Left fielder Kim Ruszkowski
produced anothef tally in the third with
her second run-scoring single of the
game. Mary Gilbert’s sacrifice fly in the
fifth inning boosted the lead to 5-2.
Morales capped a five-hit performance
on the mound with a fifth-inning home
run for the final CD score.
The second game was nearly an
instant replay. A pair of errors put the
home team ahead 2-0 in their first at
bat. DuPage took the lead in the
bottom of the inning on consecutive
singles by catcher Kim Youngs, Vicki
Verr and Jeanine Houlihan, followed by
back-to-back walks to Vicki Lackomecki and Gilbert. Verr, who ranked
fifth in the NJCAA hitting statistics
May 2, slammed a two-run triple in the
fourth for a 5-2 advantage. With the
9core 5-3 it was Lisa Pischke’s turn to
hit the home run that put the game
away. Pitcher Cindy Hughes issued five
bases-on-balls, but permitted just three
hits and three runs (only 1 earned run).
THE YEAR ENDED unceremoni¬
ously May 5. Rock Valley dumbed the
Lady Chaps into the loser’s bracket
with a 10-3 drubbing. Moraine Valley
banished them from the tournament

Chapparals lose section
baseball title to Triton
By MIKE CONSIDINE
The DuPage men’s baseball team rebounded from a second-round loss to Triton
to defeat Moraine Valley 17-11 May 7 in the Section IV tournament. It only
delayed their fate. The rematch between the Chapparals and Triton for the
championship May 8 was a 15-6 Trojan massacre.
CD (24-12) hammered 17 hits to defeat the Marauders. Freshman Chris Gurchiek
hit two home runs and drove in four runs to lead the Chaps. Tony Frevelletti also
drove in four runs and designated hitter Dave Kapl had 3 RBI.
“The game wasn’t as close at it looked,” said coach Steve Kranz. “After the
Triton loss, it took them awhile to get started.”
Moraine was ahead 7-6 going into the fifth inning. Two Chapparal runs gave
Kranz’ team its first lead. A seven-run sixth put the game out of reach.
FREVELLETTI T ED OFF the inning with a walk and stole second. Kapl scored
him with a single. After first baseman Mike Maziarka singled, Gurchiek delivered
a three-run homer. Sophomore Scott Parranlt reached base on an error. Second
baseman Frank Melchiorre collected his third base hit of the game. Both runners
scored when catcher Joe Stahl doubled and Jim Karafiat and Mick Piche hit

12-4.
“Because of our lack of experience, I
didn’t expect to win the region,” May
admitted. “Also, winning 15 games in a
row puts a lot of pressure on you to win
the next one.”
Rock Valley released the pressure of
maintaining the winning streak by
jumping out to a 7-1 lead in its first
three trips to the plate. DuPage
coudln’t make up the difference.
MORALES EXPERIENCED tech¬
nical difficulties which began with the
first batter she faced. The freshman
from Evanston hit the leadoff hitter.
The second batter laid down a bunt.
Morales fielded it and flipped the ball to
third base rather than throwing to first
for the sure out. The throw struck Verr,
who was off the bag, in the mouth. The
play upset Morales and affected her
pitching, according to May.
“Doyla threw a lot of pitches,” May
said. “She was just not on her game.
She had two bad games all season long,
one against Triton and that one.”
Morales finished with an 8-3 record
and 1.55 earned run average. Her ERA
was 0.96 on May 2 when the NJCAA
statistics were released: it ranked her
12th in the nation. The power pitcher
struck out 74 in 72 innings.
VERR DROVE IN the first two CD
runs. Ruszkowski singled in the other.
Trojan ace Jean Moore allowed six hits
and Verr provided four of them.
“We didn’t hit too many out of the
infield,” May said, “and the ones that
we did were caught.”
The Lady Chaps left 13 runners on
base versus Moraine Valley. The Lady
Marauders pounded 17 hits and scored

game, its third contest in three days.
BOTH TRITON RUNS in the first inning were unearned. Leadoff man Keith
Knaus walked and stole the first of his four bases. Chapparal pitcher Dennis
Doorman (6-1) struck out Jeff Reboulet (a .431 hitter), but the shortstop was put
on base by a dropped third strike on catcher Todd Goranson. A throwing error on
Goranson scored Knaus. Reboulet scored on a ground out to first base.
The situation worsened in the second inning. A throwing error scored another
run. With two out, Reboulet smacked a two-run triple and Todd Persico hit a
windblown drive over the fence in left. Triton led 7-0 on five unearned runs.
Freshman Bill Waliewski’s fourth-inning double made it 7-2, but the Trojans
scored three more in the bottom of the inning.
KARAFIAT BROKE OUT of a long slump with a two-run fifth-inning homer
that was caught by one of the day’s 25 mile-per-hour gusts. Down 10-4, CD had its
best chance to get back in the game in the sixth. Piche walked and Waliewski was
hit by a pitch to put runners on first and second. Melchiorre singled to right, but
was caught off base and thrown out.
“We had a pinch-hitter coming up so anything could have happened,” Kranz

MORAINE VALLEY led 3-0 with
one but in the fourth inning. Two outs
later seven runs had scored on seven
hits and two Chaparral errors.
Hughes lost her only game of the
season. The West Chicago grad was
10-1 with a 2.41 ERA. She walked just
19 of the 303 batters who came to the
plate against her. Hughes batted .333
in 12 plate appearances.
Ruszkowski, Morales and Verr were
named to the all-tournament team.
VERR WAS THE statistical leader
in four categories. The third baseman
hit .543 with a .720 on-base percentage.
She drew 24 walks and drove in 23
, runs. A sophomore who didn’t play last
year, Verr has one year of eligibility
remaining.
Morales was second in hitting with a
.325 average. The pitcher-shortstop had
5 doubles, 5 triples, 2 home runs and 12
RBI.
Other top hitters were Youngs (.280,
12 RBI), GUbert (.275, 14 RBI), Meg
Sohst (.294), Ruszkowski (2.58),
Lackomecki (.256) and Houlihan (.253,
13 RBI). All but Houlihan and
Lackomecki are sophomores.
MAY’S SHOPPING LIST for next
spring includes a third pitcher, a
catcher, a shortstop and an entire
outfield. The core of the team, however,
returns.
“Next year we’ll have more poise and
experience; we lacked a little bit of
poise this year,” May said with the
Region IV tourney in mind. “We’re a
much better team than we showed
them.”

Calendar of upcoming events
MAY 18

Concert: Jazz Ensemble, Robert Matshall, conductor. Hamlisch-Barduhn/
Theme from “Ice Castles,” and other works ' 8 p.m., Performing Arts
Center, Building M. Free.

MAY 19

Alumni Association resume revision workishop for alumni members,
9 a.m. to noon, SRC 1024A. Free. Reservations, 858-2800, ext. 2242.

MAY 20

Chamber Music: Faculty Recital: Linda Powell, piano. Works of Haydn,
Brahms, Chopin, Barber, Tchiakovsky and Rachmaninoff. 3 p.m.,
Performing Arts Center, Building M. Free.
Art exhibit: Student Show (through June 3). Opening reception for
artists, 1 to 4 p.m. Gallery, M 132.

MAY 22

Concert: New Philharmonic, Harold Bauer, conductor. Guest artist:
Wolfgang Laufer, cello. J. Strauss/Blue Danube Waltzes; Elgar/Cello
Concerto; Sibelius/Symphony No. 3. 8 p.m.. Performing Arts Center,
Building M. Free.

MAY 22 thru 23

Free film: “URGH! A Musical War,” shown at 12:30 and 7:30

p.m., SRC 1024A.
MAY 24

Special event: Alan Hewitt & 88 in Concert and Haagen-Daz Ice Cream
Social. 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.. Instructional Center, West Courtyard.
Ice cream 50/: per cup.
New Life Information series. Topic: “Nutrition Management - ATotal

sacrifice flies.
"The win got us back on track again, but it really wasn’t much momentum,”
Kranz admitted. “It was a four-hour game and I only played nine guys. That had a
little effect on the next game.”
Seven DuPage errors had a greater effect on the outcome of the Section IV title

12 runs, eight of them unearned.

Wlelness Approach.” Speaker from Nutritional Management, Inc.
SRC 1024A, noon to 1 p.m. Free.
MAY 28

Memorial Day holiday - all classes cancelled.

MAY 29, 30
MAY 30

Free film: “The Graduate,” shown at 12:30 and 7:30 p.m., SRC 1024

Fashion show: “Trends and Traditions” Special showing of student
fashion designs. 7:30 p.m., Performing Arts Center, Budding M. Free.
Information, 858-2800, ext. 2058.

said. “We had a big chance to get back in the game, but we ran ourselves out of
the inning.”
The Chapparals had another chance when Karafiat led off the seventh with a
single. The next three batters went down in order.
TRITON WENT FOR the juggular. The section and region champs scored five
runs in the bottom of the inning.
“Nobody had beaten us as bad as Triton did in the first game,” Kranz said.
“Suddenly there was doubt in our minds. We started to wonder ‘are they ready
this good?’
“You can’t m»b mistakes against a team like that,” he continued. “That’s one
of the best teams (Triton coach Bob Symonds) has ever had.”

